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WE ARE A MEMBER OF

General correspondence should be directed to: 

The Secretary
Melbourne Bushwalkers Inc
PO Box 1751
MELBOURNE VIC 3001

www.melbournebushwalkers.org.au 

Next committee meeting: Monday 7 February

The News of the Melbourne Bushwalkers Inc (The 
News) is published monthly, and is the official 
newsletter of Melbourne Bushwalkers Inc.

Editor: Deb Shand

Calls for expressions of interest for club activities and 
extended trips, walk reviews, articles, poems, news 
items, photographs of Club events, reports of new 
gear, book/ movie reviews, letters to the editor, 
advertisements, et  cetera are always welcome. 
However, the Editor reserves the right to edit 
contributions where space, clarity or propriety dictate, 
and to maintain editorial consistency. 

Note: photographs should be sent as separate high 
resolution files which are capable of being edited. 

Please send your contributions as unformatted text 
files by email to news@mbw.org.au 

Closing date for receipt of material for The News is 
the 21st of the month. 

Advertisements should relate to bushwalking 
(e.g. gear, maps, trips, tours, health and fitness etc.). 
These may be published subject to space availability 
and Editor’s discretion. For current advertising rates 
contact the Editor at news@mbw.org.au 

Members of the Melbourne Bushwalkers Inc meet on 
Wednesday evenings between 6.30-8.30 pm in the 
club rooms at: 

Mission to Seafarers Victoria 
717 Flinders Street 
Docklands 

Visitors are always welcome!

Due date for contributions to February News: 21 January 
Email: news@mbw.org.au 

Would you like your trip photos featured in the newsletter?           

New members

We welcome the 
following new 
members:

Shirley Turner
Philomena Slee
Bayram Aktepe
Neil O’Reilly
Hitesh Ghelani

Club room closure 26 January

The committee decided in the December meeting 
that the clubrooms will be closed on Australia day, 
26 January 2022. This is a one-off instance.   

Please note that according to our club policy in all 
other cases the club room is open as usual every 
Wednesday night throughout the year, including 
public holidays (eg. ANZAC Day) with the exception 
of a break over the Christmas-New Year period. 
The Wednesday night(s) affected over the 
Christmas-New Year period depend on the dates of 
the public holidays. Please 
contact busbooking@mbw.org  for any questions. 

Chocolate lily - Babak Dadvand

mailto:busbooking@mbw.org
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Dear members, 
 
Reflections on a memorable year…  So, there goes another year we'll never 
forget. And not just for its challenges (I hope!). Yes, we continued to confront 
a global pandemic, lockdowns here in Melbourne, no epic hikes overseas, 
many Sundays and weekends without hikes and no time with  family and 
friends nearby or far away.  There is no doubt it's been a weighty 12 months. 
In 2021, the pandemic has dominated our lives since day one again. We’ve 
all had to adapt to a “new normal,” although what that looks like is different 
for every person.  
 
At the same time, this year was a reminder that our world is more connected 
than ever, and it also spelled out an opportunity for our club to focus on 
restarting our walk program, embedding reconciliation and celebrating our 
80+1 anniversary.  In 2021, we continued our social activities online like our 
social night and Wednesday club night. Although COVID-19 has been a 
huge focus for our committee, the committee continued to make progress in 
other areas. The most notable this year has been our progress on 
reconciliation and our anniversary. We now have an Acknowledgement of 
Country at the start of activities and on our website. For our 80+1 anniversary, we had a Welcome to Country by 
Uncle Ringo. It was a privilege to be standing with him on the land of the Wurundjeri peoples of the Kulin Nation, 
and I am very grateful to Uncle Ringo for his warm Welcome to Country and the smoking ceremony he 
conducted for us.
 
Wominjeka - Welcome Melbourne bushies to our 80+1 anniversary and holiday season party. This is how I 
welcomed our members to our event. 120+ members joined us on the day. Thank you for coming to celebrate, to 
connect with each other and to share memories. As I did in my speech on the day, I would like to share with you 
here a quote from the ancient bushie Egon. J. Donath in this end of year president column. "I doubt whether any 
bushwalking club has had such mixed beginnings as that of the Melbourne Bushwalkers. I also doubt whether 
any of the early Bushies thought during the tense years of World War II that the Melbourne bushwalkers would 
ever reach the age of 50 years…."And now we were able at last to celebrate our 80 + 1 year. 2020 was the year 
when our club turned 80 years young. We originally had planned to celebrate this milestone last year but due to 
COVID and the impact it had on our lives, we had to delay the event to this month. Bushwalking has enriched so 
many lives of many young and old wanderers over the decades creating great friendships and many marriages, 
the chance to visit out-of-this-world places, peace, solitude, challenge, and an affinity with nature. I have reflected 
on our 80-year history and would like to share for each decade some words and thoughts. 
 
40s: Founding years |50s:  Country excursion trains | 60s: Key to the door – Wilkinson Lodge | 70s:  Golden Billy 
awards | 80s: social species | 90s:  Bedford van | Noughties: Fires |The Tens: Federation walk weekend & new 
club house | 20s:  Megafires - Pandemic – Going virtual - Reconciliation –Restart - 500 trees. Many thanks for 
everyone's contribution as part of the anniversary celebration team that created and executed the event.  It was 
an excellent day, so many thanks for your support in making this happen.  We have also reached our fund-raising 
target for the 500 trees which we will be planting in winter 2022 to celebrate our 80th anniversary. 
 
As we approach the end of another very big year, I would like to acknowledge the efforts of all committee 
members, our web master, training officer, risk management auditor, volunteers, and most of all our leaders! You 
have continued to adapt to ever-changing circumstances and support our club and members through the 
challenges of moving in and out of lockdowns. All the while, you have continued to inspire and engage to ensure 
we could deliver a walk program to our members and visitors once allowed. Thank you!!
 
Looking back at the past couple of months, MBW has seen a return of our Sunday bushwalks and broader 
walking program as well as our social monthly night in person.  It’s an understatement to say that 2021 has been 
a difficult year. Whether because of the unrelenting COVID-19 pandemic, an increase in extreme weather events 
due to climate change and the Code Red for humanity, or mounting threats to our ecosystems, many of us are 
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Letter to the Editor: Thanks to our Webmasters
 
Having just completed the on-line admin work for my recent Bushwalk to Mt Buffalo, I've become acutely aware 
of the superb quality of our MBW Website. And it doesn't happen by accident of course, so I wanted to offer my 
hearty thanks and congratulations our Webmaster Ian Mair, and assistant Mark Heath, for what they've done for 
our club. It's the public face and character of the club, introducing people to walking, enthusing them for new 
places, sharing information to make the journey easier, and inspiring us with fabulous photos of walkers in places 
we'd like to be. Many thanks also to the many fine photographers who share their love of special places in such a 
creative way.
 
The Webmasters have also taken very good care of behind-the-scenes admin tasks, such as registering walks, 
booking people in, logging the intended route, notifying the emergency contact system, etc. etc. These are small 
enough but can be very tedious if the system is clumsy and awkward to work through. I've faltered my way 
through other booking systems, even needing a couple of frustrating attempts to log such info. So, I'm very 
grateful for what our dynamic duo has done to make it all seamless for our trip leaders. And that affects 
everything from the ground up - to offer good experiences for members. It's worth noting that is actually the basis 
of our community!!
 
Sincere thanks to Ian and Mark, for their dedicated, meticulous, highly professional and humble contributions 
over such a long time. I'm no internet guru, but I observe lots of positive features, and I imagine the more 
technical IT folk will see many more.
 

- Welcoming, encouraging
- visually attractive
- inspiring images
- user-friendly
- intuitive to operate
- absolutely up to date
- admin tasks are inviting (rather than off-putting)
- that enables and encourages users
- incredibly efficient processes
- no need for double handling information
- each step is integrated with other parts of the process
- every part of the system is automated faultlessly

 
With thanks and kind regards,
Ray Thomas Ray in his natural habitat

feeling overwhelmed as we head into 2022. In my opinion, the Australian bush gives so much to all of us to stay 
well and has inspired members to contribute to our Club. I am sure it will continue to inspire many others in the 
future because once bushwalking gets in your blood nothing can be done. The club has enriched so many lives 
of many young and old wanderers over the decades. Looking ahead, I trust we will celebrate the century of the 
Melbourne Bushwalkers in 2040 in peace and prosperity, and sustain and enhance our natural environment and 
resources for current and future generations. As we head toward a future where so much remains unknown, let’s 
remember this: It’s still in our hands. Now, more than ever, we appreciate the importance of our natural world to 
support our sense of connection and wellbeing. 
 
I hope that you all have a wonderful break, connecting with mother earth around you, and with family and friends 
and come back fully recharged to protect this precious planet of ours in 2022. I look forward to seeing you in 
2022 on the track and in our club house. 

Susanne
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January Reminders
Mick Noonan

This month the main theme is “being a friendly and welcoming club”. How we behave 
towards each other (and the Leader and Whip!) helps determines how good a time 
everyone has on an activity. While many of us make great friends in the Club it is easy to 
forget that maybe when we joined it took more time than we hoped to be ‘included’! 

The Code of Conduct: As a legally Incorporated Organisation we have a number of obligations in how we 
operate our Club. One of the requirements is to have a Code of Conduct that makes it clear what behaviour is 
expected and will not be tolerated (see copy of the Code in this News). Please read it carefully and reflect on 
how well you and your friends adhere to the principles, for example:

- Do you make new members feel welcome?
- Do you make an effort to include people who are on their own in your group’s conversations, or 

approach them and say hello?
- Encourage people who may be struggling?
- Call out inappropriate behaviour?

Gifts for the Leader: Remember all our Leaders (and Whips) are volunteers who provide their time and efforts 
to make sure we all have activities to attend. So, as well as treating them with dignity and respect, at the end of 
each activity it is appropriate to present them with a small gift of your appreciation. Great gift ideas can be sent to 
Mick Noonan for publishing in future reminders.
                      
P.S. Remember to spot the interloper above!

Fire Season Outlook for Summer
Mick Noonan

The fire season outlook for Summer has been 
issued by AFAC (the Australian and NZ 
National Council for Fire and Emergency 
Services) with inputs from the Bureau of 
Meteorology, etc. These outlooks are used by 
all State Emergency Services to guide their 
activities. 

The overall fire outlook for Victoria this Summer 
is normal or below normal influenced by the 
continuing ‘La Nina’ – see below.

During winter and spring most of the state received average to above average rainfall, with the exception of the 
northwest and far west of the state. This has resulted in a later start to the fire season compared to recent years. 
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The current climate outlook for summer indicates 
average rainfall for most of Victoria with generally 
warmer than average conditions in the west of the state 
and cooler than average conditions in the east of the 
state. 

The rainfall outlook when viewed in combination with 
the existing underlying moisture indicates that there is a 
low likelihood of large-scale fires in the foothill forests, 
with below normal risk across the eastern, northeast 
and central ranges and Otway ranges. Additionally, 
burnt areas from the 2018-19 and 2019-20 seasons are 
included as part of the below normal assessment in 
eastern Victoria. 

Higher than normal rainfall in recent months has 
however led to above normal pasture growth across 
paddocks and roadsides for much of the state, which is 
likely to increase the grass fire risk throughout the 
summer period. Roadside grass senescence and 
cropland harvest activities have been delayed and this 
will extend the period of heightened risk associated 
with unharvested crops, compared to previous 
seasons. Although grassland and drier forests including 
woodlands and heathlands have been assessed as 
normal, shorter-duration fires are still likely to occur on 
hot, dry and windy days.

A link to the complete report follows with more climate 
specific information and the outlook for all the other 
states. 

https://www.afac.com.au/docs/default-source/bushfire-
seasonal-outlook/
seasonaloutlook_summer_2021_v1-0.pdf 
 

https://www.afac.com.au/docs/default-source/bushfire-seasonal-outlook/seasonaloutlook_summer_2021_v1-0.pdf
https://www.afac.com.au/docs/default-source/bushfire-seasonal-outlook/seasonaloutlook_summer_2021_v1-0.pdf
https://www.afac.com.au/docs/default-source/bushfire-seasonal-outlook/seasonaloutlook_summer_2021_v1-0.pdf
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Cooking in the Bush
Peter Heading

Article Two: Boiling the billy
When boiling a billy without a lid over a fire, always place a green twig, 
about 3 mm thick, (from a eucalyptus tree is best) across the top of the billy, 
this will stop the water getting a smoky flavour. 

A black carbon coating from the fire is left on the billy and helps it to boil 
quicker. A cloth bag should be made to carry the billies, one inside the 
other, a piece of paper between each will stop the rattle.  Eggs individually wrapped in newspaper and packed in 
a billy will carry without breaking.  

The smallest billy of the set should be the tea billy and this is never used for any other purpose. After some use, 
a brown coating of tannin will build up on the inside and this helps to give billy tea its unique flavour. Do not 
continue to boil the water after the tea has been added as this will give it a stewed taste. The true flavour of billy 
tea cannot be compared. To settle the tea leaves, you do not need to swing the billy above your shoulder 
(centrifugal force) – this can be dangerous for you and anyone near you! Simply tap the side of the billy and the 
tea leaves will settle. Not as spectacular a show but a lot safer.  

Track Maintenance with Bushwalking Victoria

The first BTAC activity for 2022 will be in the Alpine National Park near Licola and include preparations for 
FedWalks and work on the track to Lake Tali Karng. The activity runs from Wednesday 26 January to Tuesday 1 
February 2022 but participants can attend for as long or short a period as they wish.

We will be working as volunteers to Parks Victoria. Project areas include: The Crinoline, Mt Tamboritha Trail, Mt 
Eliza, Neilson Crag, Mt Arbuckle, Wellington River Track, Lanigan Memorial Track.

Tasks include: post storm/flood condition assessment, mapping the damage with work requirements, brush 
cutting, hedge trimmer operation, chain saw operation, erecting markers and the use of hand tools for vegetation 
trimming and clean up. Accommodation will be at Muttonwood on the banks of the Wellington River (car 
camping), 16km north of Licola. A campfire with a hot plate and tripod will be available.

Parks Victoria and BTAC will provide all track maintenance equipment and 
PPE. Parks Victoria will provide a BBQ meal on one evening, day TBC. No 
previous experience is needed but a good level of fitness is required. 

You will need to bring: Camping gear and provisions for all other meals; proof 
of vaccination, face mask and hand sanitiser; a day backpack to carry lunch, 
energy snacks, water, raincoat, warm top, emergency contact, and medical 
information form, etc.; sturdy work footwear; your favourite tool (optional).

This activity is in the Gippsland high country where the weather can change 
rapidly. Come prepared for all seasons. Note that it is a Parks Victoria 
requirement to be fully vaccinated against COVID-19, and that participants 
must register via https://www.parkconnect.vic.gov.au/. Contact Joe van Beek 
(BTAC Project leader) for further information – joevanbeek@bigpond.com, 
0411 749799 or 03 5176 5302

https://www.parkconnect.vic.gov.au/
mailto:joevanbeek@bigpond.com
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AAWT: Langfords Gap - Cleve Cole Hut - Mount Wills - 30 October–2 November 2021
Tamsin Davidson

As soon as Daniel Andrews announced that metropolitan Melbourne could be reunited with its regional 
neighbours in time for the Cup Day long weekend, I was onto Rachel.  Was her walk, planned then cancelled, 
back on the agenda again?  A few text messages later, and it was! I hurriedly did an express order from Strive to 
ensure I would have some sustenance for the weekend and dug my bushwalking gear out of deep, dark storage.  
The weather forecast looked to be promising and only improved as the weekend drew nearer – partly cloudy on 
Saturday, but then consistently sunny for the following three days – almost unheard of for Cup Weekend!

It was a long drive up from Melbourne, with Rachel and I meeting Therese and John late Saturday morning in 
Wodonga.  We drove both cars up to Sunnyside before all bundling into Therese’s car and heading to Langfords 
Gap. And off we finally started walking at 3pm. It was a mild afternoon and there were large patches of snow on 
the shaded slopes.  We were all feeling the cold by the time we made it to the charming, corrugated iron Roper’s 
Hut. Tents up, water collected from the nearby creek and then we made dinner in the warmth and still of the Hut.  
It was a clear but freezing cold night. The stars were stunning against the dark, night sky, but it was just too cold 
to gaze for too long. I shivered through the night in my three season sleeping bag, wanting to put more clothes 
on, but too cold to get out of bed and do so!

In the morning, we compared icicles on tents and frozen water bottles.  We left camp at 8am and headed 
downhill on Duane Spur for a couple of hours, our legs feeling the effort of holding our bodies back on the steep 
bits. The water at Big River was very cold with a reasonable current, but it wasn’t too deep and we all made it 
safely across without any mishaps. Next, was the climb up T Spur and what a gruelling climb that was!  Not the 
kindest thing to do to bodies only a week or so out of Melbourne’s Covid lockdown #6.  We were rewarded with 
lunch at the most glorious view point in gorgeous sunshine. Onwards and upwards and we made it to our 
campsite near the site of the old Maddisons Hut. A delightful spot next to a bubbling creek that later served as a 
refrigerator to set John’s jelly.

Late afternoon, Rachel and I headed off with light daypacks to Cleve Cole Memorial Hut – somewhere I had 
longed to see.  My family was very good friends with the Cole family and in particular, Cleve was good mates 
with my Great Uncle Les. Cleve twice visited my Great Uncle’s grave in the battle fields of France and we have 
numerous letters and photos from Cleve, including some that were on my Great Uncle’s body when he was 
killed. I was so very pleased to finally visit the Hut named in Cleve’s honour. On our return to the campsite, we 
detoured to Howman Falls which were flowing strongly and looked spectacular in the late afternoon light. Each 
night after dinner and with the sun disappearing behind the hills, the 
evening air became quite chilly so we were always snuggled up in our 
tents not long after.

On Monday, there was lots of walking up and down as we meandered 
our way along The Long Spur. The sunny blue skies offset the native 
colours of the Australian bush and the splendid alpine views.  Enroute, 
we came across not one, but three large timber picnic tables perched at 
different locations along the track.  Apparently built and placed by a man 
who does this single handed. Any time we stopped to gaze at the views 
over the weekend, there was always lots of chatter identifying which 
mountain was which. I am proud to share that I can now tell the Main 
Range and Jagungal (but only because the Main Range always had 
snow on top and Jagungal was to its left, don’t ask me in Summer when 
the snow has melted!)

We pushed our way through overgrown scrub for some time, so it was a 
surprising relief when the AAWT became a 4WD track that we made 
good time on for a number of kilometres. After a relaxed lunch came 
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another gruelling climb. It took nearly 2 hours to ascend the 
2.5km from Big River Saddle to Mount Wills Track. Again, a 
challenge for post-lockdown bodies that weren’t expecting such 
sudden and strenuous exercise. Another 1.5km along the Mount 
Wills 4WD track and we were all weary and relieved to arrive at 
Mount Wills Hut. The clear, sunny day ensured we had the most 
glorious views from the nearby boulders, it was simply 
magnificent.

The next morning, we unzipped our tent flaps and lay in the 
warmth of our beds watching the sun rise. One of those 
moments where you just feel so grateful to be there. On our last 
morning we all enjoyed the picturesque walk through the snow 
gums between Mt Wills and Mt Wills South.  We arrived back to 

Rachel’s car and completed the car shuffle before having a very civilised, café lunch in Myrtleford and joining the 
(relatively small amount of) traffic on the Hume and heading home.

The weather, the walking, the views, the company, the post-lockdown euphoria, they all combined to make it 
such a superb and memorable weekend.  Grateful thanks to Rachel for very capably leading this walk (the first 
she has led with MBW) and to John, Therese and Rachel for the many laughs and for being such fun company.

Ascent and descent of Mt Speculation - 19-21 November 2021
Jill Allen

A group of 11 keen hikers met in the lovely town of Mansfield on Friday afternoon, our leader John had decided 
we should camp that night in a campground in town before heading into the high country the next day. The one 
great benefit of staying in town was that we all got to go to the local pub for dinner, and for some, a wine or a 
beer. After an early night, we rose at 6am, packed up our tents and headed to the start of the King Spur track on 
Mt Speculation Road. It took us a good hour and a half of driving the windy dirt roads in a convoy of four cars. 

Packs on, group photo taken, a Kumbaya moment with our leader 
John and we finally started up the steady climb of King Spur, 
which would take us to the top of Mt Koonika. We were following 
a very faint foot pad that often disappeared completely, it was 
very steep in places and undulating as we crossed over the top of 
several knolls along the spine of the spur until we got the to the 
first difficult bit. It looked very daunting, an extremely steep cliff 
face of rock. We needed to use all fours to scale it, and once up 
that bit, we had some more very steep sections with big drops 
offs and then the final daunting cliff face scramble to the top. It 
was a great feeling to be up on top of Mt Koonika where we 
enjoyed a relaxed lunch with 360-degree views of the 
surrounding mountains. Thanks to the lovely Keith for his help 
and for sharing his one kilo bag of mixed lollies with the group.  

After lunch we headed down another faint foot pad until we lost it! 
And then a bit of bush bashing fun until we got to Mt Spec 
road. From here we picked up water at Camp Creek and walked 
to our campsite for the night just below the summit of Mt 
Speculation. When we first arrived, we had clear views of the 
Terrible Hollow and further on to the Wonnangatta Valley, but not 
for long as the mist soon surrounded us and all views were gone. 
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We were hoping for a sunset from the top of Spec but no hope that night. So many thanks to the lovely Ben for 
bringing up some treats to share with the group, one being a bottle of red wine and a bottle of Green Ginger 
Wine mixed with Whiskey (both decanted of course) and a block of chocolate. What a great effort to haul it all the 
way up the challenging King Spur, we all very much enjoyed and appreciated the treats. 

Some of us woke early the next day hoping to see the sunrise, but no, we were still in a whiteout. After breakfast 
and packing up our tents, we headed up to the summit of Mt Speculation. Why, when we are in whiteout? 
Because it was there, and to our surprise, as we climbed higher, we emerged above the cloud to brilliant 
sunshine. The summit was a sea of purple wildflowers, the white clouds blanketed the valleys below, and some 
slowly drifted past like a slow-moving glacier. It was a spectacular sight to see from the top of Mt Speculation, 
and again fantastic 360-degree views of the mountains and clouds. 

The group then headed off down Mt Spec Rd until we reached Muesli Spur which took us down steeply to our 
cars. Thanks to John our leader and a great group of fellow hikers: Sal, Wendy, Ben, Cam, Greg, Eduardo, 
Anita, Mark, and Keith. 
 

Mt Buffalo Waterfalls Exploratory – 26-28 November 2021
Keith Dudson

This weekend was an adventure – not a walk. It started with settling into our base camp on Friday night at a 
delightful camping ground in Porepunkah. The advertised programme 
sounded enticing, so here I was to find out. Saturday we were to 
locate and descend an unmarked, trackless spur on the NE side of 
Mt Buffalo using map and compass, to locate another spur which 
would take us down to ‘Twin Falls’ on Buffalo Creek. Then on Sunday 
we'd start at Eurobin Falls, just off the Buffalo Road, and head off-
track following Crystal Brook up the gorge, all the way to the Buffalo 
plateau base. So how did the trip go in practice?

Day 1, Saturday - Ray, Deb and Keith set off for a bush bashing walk 
to a beautiful and largely untouched section of the Buffalo Creek, to 
see the impressive waterfalls. Recent rain meant large volumes of 
water crashed and swirled over the truly magnificent, large, 
sculptured granite boulders – which Ray advised had probably been 
shaped by huge flood events at the end of the last Ice Age. Most 
remarkable of all were the immense circular bowls carved out of the 
granite bedrock by boulders swirling in the rushing water. It was a 
fascinating, challenging day and it felt almost decadent at the end, to 
use a track to walk back to the car.
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Day 2, Sunday - We were joined by Andrew and his son Tom, 
for what promised to be an awesome walk – again off-track, 
through sometimes dense scrub and rock scrambles. Ray and 
Andrew worked as a superb team testing different routes 
through the bush and providing constant feedback to each 
other. 

Our goal was the end of the gorge – which narrowed into a box 
canyon with vast, massive, towering rock faces on each side, 
and a long waterfall flowing from the plateau above. It was 
absolutely spectacular and a privilege to be there in this little 
trodden gorge. Eventually, we came to a line of rock cairns 
which indicated our route out. Apparently, this route is used by 
a small number of rock climbers or abseilers, and was as 
exciting as it was challenging. At times, it was little more than a 
goat track, with a fixed rope for support in some precipitous 
spots, and in one section the route could only be followed by 
scaling a rope ladder. It was so much fun.

Within 10m from the top of this remarkable climb, we were 
walking through groups of tourists enjoying lattes, ice creams 
and look-out platforms! For a moment it felt like we had walked 

out of the Jurassic world into 2021. Ray kindly brought us all back to earth with cups of coffee and tea from the 
nearby coffee van. Deb, who had chosen to explore some walking tracks up on the plateau for the day, collected 
us at the top and took us back to the car at the base of Buffalo.

Ray's walk was inspirational on both days; walking without tracks, selecting an interesting place on a map, and 
just finding a way to it using the time-honoured skills of map and compass. Ray’s vast knowledge of geology and 
botany added enormously to the weekend. In summary – it was a speccy walk!! 

Helicopter Spur – 3-5 December 2021
Mark Simpson

This walk promised a whirlwind of experiences 
and it delivered.

We had some off-track bushwalking skillfully led 
through thick vegetation by Agajan.

The views, splashed tantalisingly through the 
trees, glimpsed at first then slowly revealing 
mountain crags.

There was climbing, rock scrambling, and finally 
smooth sailing along a wildflower strewn track for 
lunch at Picture Point.
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A short stroll over Mt Magdala bombarded us with views all 
the way to Antarctica.

Below, at camp, drunk on the day’s offerings, sleep called 
and was broken early morning with Kurdish dance lessons.

A misty morning walk towards Mt Howitt and down the 
mountain as the clouds lifted. Splashing through multiple 
river crossings, witness to magical Kurdish snake charming, 
the river guided us back to camp and lunch.

Thanks to all who came along and made the walk so 
memorable.

Pack Carry: Beginners Brisbane Ranges - December 4-5 2021
Babak and Adriana
 
Adriana and I have been MBW club members for many years. Recently, we decided to go outside our comfort 
zone of day walks and base camps in lodges to do a pack carry. The pandemics and the travel bans became a 
catalyst for this, and we finally put our hands up for the pack carry training in Brisbane Ranges at outer west of 
Melbourne. Ian kindly took us onboard. 
 
Getting ready
As beginner pack carriers, we had quite a bit of preparation to do including going through the details of the walk, 
the info packs and links that Ian had emailed through, and putting together our equipment including a lightweight 
tent, air mattresses, pot sets, etc. There was a lot of reading through product reviews, comparing prices and 
finding equipment in stores. It always takes longer than one expects. 
 
With every little thing we added, our packs started getting heavier and heavier. Here is when we realised why 
people often count their grams in pack carrying. We managed to pull it all together at a relatively reasonable 
weight just in time for the Brisbane Ranges pack carry. One more sleep away, and we would see how we do!
 
Day #1: Beginning the walk
We arrived at the car park behind the courthouse at Steiglitz at around 
9:15am. Soon after, others arrived. Adriana and I were both happy to see 
familiar faces we knew from previous walks. I always find it comforting 
knowing there are people we have met before, and we can pick up some of 
the conversation from where we left it off. 
 
Before the walk began, Ian handed Adriana and I a map, and held our feet 
to the fire throughout the first day to update on our locations and chart 
directions on the map. I think it’s only fair to say that I failed miserably, but 
Adriana did much better. Nonetheless, I got very useful tips about how to 
identify landmarks and orient myself using a paper map! 
 
The first leg of the trip was 2km up the Meredith-Steiglitz Road. Being fairly 
used to navigation on my phone, I used the GPS tracker to record the walk 
on day one. This is when I learned my first lesson: “Don’t waste your 
precious battery life on a multi-day walk. Keep the phone on airplane mode 
and only use it in case of emergencies!” My battery died on me the next 
day! The weather was pleasant. We had a number of small ascents and 
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descents which was perfect for both Adriana and I as beginners. We came 
across interesting flora and fauna before our lunch break in a nice shady spot 
next to a water reservoir.
 
After lunch we continued the walk towards Friday’s Settlement Campsite. 
About half an hour from the campsite, we came across a little fellow lying right 
in the middle of the track: a baby deer curled up in what I can only assume was 
‘a playing dead strategy’ to avoid danger. The cuteness overtook the 
temptation of having roast for dinner, and we carried on with the walk once we 
took a few photos of the baby deer.
 
We arrived at the Friday’s Settlement Campsite in the afternoon with plenty of 
time for setting up our tents, preparing and having dinner. Many lessons we 
learned and many tips we got for what food to take and not to take for a pack 
carry. The campsite was relatively busy with groups of young people who had 
driven up the road in their cars with big tents. First things first, Adriana and I 
set up our own tent before going around to inspect other tents and what others 
had packed for sleeping. I had often been told how bushwalkers zealously 
compare equipment and boast about their ultralight gear. I could feel an urge 
bubbling underneath my own skin doing the same.
 
We had Korean spicey noodle with (dehydrated) mushrooms, and a cup of soup for dinner. Then, we heard a 
commotion about 200 meters from the campsite. The cause of the commotion was a koala who had decided to 
take a snooze in the vicinity. Spot the koala in the photo in under 5 seconds, and you get an A+ for your 
camouflage vision. And of course, it won’t be a camping experience without a campfire. This was a truly 
collective work. We ventured out in a search for wood and fallen branches for the fire. Once the fire was lit, we 
kept it alive for about two hours.

 
Having walked with relatively heavy packs for about 
12km during the day, we opted for an early sleep so 
we could have an early start the next day. This is 
when I realised that turning in early may not sit well 
with some of the young with whom we shared the 
campsite. Many stories I overheard in my sleep and 
many laughers I woke up to. The fatigue overtook the 
noise and I managed to get decent sleep over night.
 
Day #2: Heading back to the Courthouse
After having our coffee and breakfast, and packing our 
tents, we set out to return to the courthouse on day 2. 
The first part of the walk was relatively easy. The 
packs were slightly lighter, and the descent was 
gentle. We arrived at the courthouse where we 

stopped for morning tea before heading off on the track again.
 
I found the remainder of the walk on day 2 very exciting. Our intrepid leader, Ian, gave us the choice between 3 
routes for returning to the cars (easy, medium, and harder) - only to choose the harder one for us while we were 
thinking about the options! There were lots of turns, twists, ascents, descents and creek crossings. To avoid 
parts of the creek with high water levels, we bush bashed and rock hopped a bit towards the car park. A few 
scratches away, we got to the cars and were greeted with cold coke that Peter miraculously pulled out of his van 
fridge. 
 
A stop at the Old Workshop Café in Anakie on the way back to Melbourne was a great way of finishing the walk 
with good coffee and cake in a quaint place.
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Beginners? Pack Carry - Brisbane Ranges – 4-5 December 2021
Peter Heading

After a few awful days of weather (heat and 
thunderstorms) earlier in the week, we were pleased 
to see a return to calmer conditions for the weekend. 
Brisbane Ranges is an easy drive from Melbourne, 
so I was looking forward to getting out in the bush 
again. 11 members met mid-morning at Steiglitz 
which is an historic goldmining area.

Led ably by Ian Mair and Halina Sarbinowski we 
hiked a mixture of walking tracks and some off-track 
sections. I have quickly discovered that Ian (Billy 
Goat) Mair has a penchant for off-track walking and 
for finding the steepest sections to traverse.

We walked in a northerly loop on the Saturday and after some slogging, we camped at Friday’s Campsite on the 
Burchill Trail. Saturday night was pretty relaxed with members sharing information and ideas on a range of hiking 
topics around a campfire.

On Sunday, we walked a southern loop, eventually arriving 
back at the cars mid-afternoon. The Sutherland Creek walk 
on the Sunday was probably the most challenging section as 
the creek was mostly full, meaning we had to scramble along 
the steep sides of the creek, undertake many creek crossings 
and generally force our way through the thick undergrowth – 
tracks, what tracks? The last section we walked on was 
called Deadmans Track – for a reason. And I thought it was a 
beginner’s backpack! 

Some highlights of the trip were coming across a baby deer 
hiding in long grass, a sleepy koala, remnants of the gold 
mining activities (but carefully avoiding the many gold mine 
shafts), a beautiful yellow native orchid and a magical rock 
pool on Sutherland Creek – absolutely stunning.  

On the way back to Melbourne, most of us stopped at the Old 
Workshop Cafe in Anakie for a coffee/wine and cake before 
we said our goodbyes. Thanks Ian and Halina for a 
memorable weekend. 
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Upcoming activities

Wed 12 DAY: Airport West-Steele Creek-Maribyrnong River Pvt

Sun 16 DAY: Mt Little Joe Summit & river trails Car

Mon 17 MOF: Lake Mountain Pvt

Wed 19 DAY: Barwon River & Buckley Falls Pvt

21-26 PC: O’Keefe’s Hut-Jagungal-Main Range-
Kosciuszko

Pvt

E/M

M/H

E

E

M

Mark Heath

Jopie Bodegraven

Doug Pocock

Lesley Hale

Rachel Keen

Sun 9 DAY: Reynolds Road to Petty’s Orchard Bus E/M&M Brett Daniel & Theo Mertzanidis

Sat 1 SOC: The Bushies New Year’s Day BBQ Pvt E/M Susan Maughan

7-10 PC: The Bluff & Howqua River Pvt M John Terrell

30-1 BC: Wilsons Prom Base Camp & Boat Cruise Pvt var Jill Allen

Sun 30 DAY: Upper Yarra Goldfields Car E/M Robert Ian Mair

Thu 27 SOC: Studley & Yarra Bend Parks Pvt E Pam Rosso

26-30 PC: Bogong-Grey Hills-Ropers-Cleve Cole Pvt M/H Claire Luxford

Sun 23 DAY: Mt Donna Buang-Cement Creek Bus E&E/M Kim Cowie & Brett Daniel

22-26 PC: Mt Fainter & Mt Jim from Pretty Valley Pvt E/M Robert Ian Mair

January 2022

For detailed preview notes and program updates, please refer to the activities program on our website: 
https://mbw.org.au/mbw_activities/MBW_activities_program.php 
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